
Trade

(X - M) = Net exports, or the trade balance.  (X < M) = trade deficit. e.g. USA, UK and India.  

Free Trade describes a situation when countries do not impose protectionist policies on one another’s imports/exports.

Advantages
Cheaper prices (benefits consumers and producers).

Greater choice for consumers. 

Specialisation resulting from comparative advantage leads to increased 
welfare for both countries.

Greater competition leads to efficiency gains in markets.

Increases revenue and possibility of Economies of Scale.

Producers have access to a larger (export) market to sell goods/services.

The UK had a trade deficit (X<M) of £72bn 
in 2019. The UK has a persistent trade 
deficit: it does not fluctuate with the 
business cycle.  

The UK has a trade surplus in services but a 
(larger) trade deficit in goods.

The UK’s main trading partners are the 
USA, Germany, China, the Netherlands and 
France.

(X > M) = trade surplus. e.g. China, Japan and Germany.

Protectionism - Policies used to reduce the number of imports into a country.

Tariff - A tariff is an indirect tax imposed onto foreign producers.  

Advantages Disadvantages
Government tax revenue (Q2Q3 x unit tax) Price rise from P1 to P2. Fall in consumer surplus.

Imports have fallen from Q1Q4 to Q2Q3 Cost-push inflation  

Rise in domestic sales and revenue Fall in foreign producers’ revenue.  

Rise in domestic producer surplus Threat of retaliation

Keeps jobs in the domestic economy Foreign goods may still be cheaper

Other forms of protectionism

Domestic subsidies Reduces the costs of production for domestic firms so that they are more competitive. This increases domestic sales 
(0Q1 to 0Q2) and leads to a reduction in imports from Q1Q3 to Q2Q3. It is expensive (Gov spending = Q2 x unit 
subsidy) and goes against free-market economics.

Quotas Limits the amount of imports allowed into a country. It creates an artificial scarcity which increases domestic prices 
and reduces consumer surplus.

Devaluation Artificially lowers the price of exports but can lead to retaliation. J Curve.

Administrative Barriers Time-delaying processes to deter importers e.g. arbitrary quality standards, increased bureaucracy. 

Disadvantages
Leads to dependency on other countries exports.

Loss of domestic producer surplus.

If firms are uncompetitive then this may result in a trade deficit and AD 
shifts left.  

If AD falls then this can lead to unemployment. Loss of tax revenue and 
increased Government spending on retraining.

Cultural erosion.


